Tebis services for all
aspects of the software
The benefits for your performance

Tebis services – fast,
reliable and collaborative
Tebis is a partner you can rely on. As an established German company,
we have supported our customers with the highest level of service for
over 30 years. Maximum availability of software and machines and a
fast response time for service are crucial for keeping your manufacturing
processes up and running. We are there for you with outstanding
customer service and provide expert support with the Tebis service
contract and other optional services. Personal support, professional
installation and configuration of your processes and qualified technical
support ensure that your manufacturing runs smoothly.
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The service contract
Software updates

Versions
Releases
Service packs
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Help desk

Installation
Configuration
Application
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Customer community

Communication with Tebis users
Video tutorials, tips & tricks
Service documentation
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You receive a full service package which helps
you speed up your performance and stay up to
date. You’ll benefit from direct downloads, the
free customer service line and contact with other
Tebis users. The Tebis service contract gives
you the reliability you need to improve your
competitiveness.

Optional services
Training programs

CAD
CAM
MES
Updates

Digitalizing manufacturing knowledge

Features
NCSets
NCJobs
Job Manager
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We investigate your processes and manufacturing methods for standards, derive templates and
integrate the knowledge in your Tebis installation.
For you, this means optimal utilization of your
programming and machine capacity.

Digitalizing manufacturing environments

Tools
Machines
Clamping devices
Postprocessors
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We prepare exact virtual models of your manufacturing environment. This way your Tebis installation knows the details of all your machines,
tools, machine units and controls. The flow of
information from design to manufacturing is
transparent, and this provides a solid foundation
for automation.

Setting up a digital order processing

Machine data acquisition
Manufacturing data management
Manufacturing planning
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We represent your manufacturing processes
in our MES software and network it with your
organizational and logistical processes. You’ll effectively plan, control and monitor manufacturing
projects from order receipt to final delivery.
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We teach your employees how to use the
software and present the latest developments
in training programs and webinars.
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Service contract

Benefits:

Software updates

Help desk

Customer community

With the Tebis service contract, we offer you a fair partnership and
a comprehensive, full-service package for the future. You’ll benefit
from automatic software updates and preferred support from the
Tebis help desk and Tebis customer community. The Tebis service
contract gives you the reliability you need to improve your competitiveness.
We also offer a variety of licensing and financing models for your
Tebis installation. Ask us about your options.

We continuously provide you with software updates. Customers
with a Tebis service contract automatically receive free direct access to new service packs, releases and versions. They receive new
features and up-to-date improvements to our technology, functions
and interfaces. With our updates, you can optimize calculation
speed, user convenience, data transfer and accuracy, and you can
easily keep your Tebis installation at the latest technical level.

Customers with service contracts may use the Tebis hotline free of
charge to receive preferential technical support. When you call the
hotline, a Tebis expert will answer your questions about installing,
configuring and using Tebis and ProLeiS.
Only qualified technicians with practical experience work at the help
desk. They have extensive experience using Tebis software and help
by phone, email and remote service. Our hotline processes about
10,000 inquiries per year and successfully concludes 85 percent of
them the same day.
Software developers, support staff and product managers work
hand in hand at Tebis to resolve your inquiries as quickly as possible
and to continuously develop the software with a customer focus. If
necessary, we will provide on-site support for your Tebis installation,
answer questions from users and support you in configuration.

When you purchase a Tebis service contract, you become a member of the exclusive Tebis customer community. You can benefit
from special advantages including being connected with similar
customers to discuss questions about Tebis and exchange useful
tips. You’ll receive access to tutorial videos with step-by-step explanations as well as tips and tricks for your daily work with Tebis.
The customer community also gives you an overview of your personal service documentation with inquiries, status and responses.

Customer service is excellent. Decisions are made quickly

The quality of service at Tebis is unique.

at Tebis. Requests and feedback are considered and
implemented as fast as possible.

[Ryan Hotchkiss, head of manufacturing at Integrity Tool & Mold, Canada]

The Tebis service and training programs are top-notch.
Our employees are able to work optimally with the software.

The benefits for your performance

■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■

Versions
Releases
Service packs

Greater reliability and fast assistance when service is needed
Up-to-date, long-lasting software
Fast workflows for increased productivity
Interface maintenance for long-term compatibility
Transparent maintenance costs for reliable budget planning

What our customers are saying:

We have only had good experiences with Tebis software,
from the first introduction to CNC manufacturing and many
years of collaboration. The Tebis technicians are always
quick to find the appropriate solution.

[Max Lörzel, managing director of Schröter Modell- und Formenbau GmbH, Germany]

[Frank Hein, Thyssen Krupp System Engineering GmbH, Germany]

[Tobias Theven, head of CNC manufacturing, Theven Modell- und Formenbau GmbH, Germany]
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Optional services

Training
Tebis training courses are an important step to ensure that you are
optimizing the use of our CAD/CAM and MES solutions. After a
training session, your employees will have the ability to make the best
use of your CAD/CAM resources.
We support you with comprehensive training programs to keep the
knowledge of you and your employees up to date. The Tebis training
concept has a modular structure and is divided into standard and
advanced courses for design engineers, NC programmers and key
users. We also offer training for special manufacturing processes and
version updates. The participant learns about Tebis software and its
functions and how to use it in a targeted manner, in line with the
industry, technology and previous knowledge. For our MES software
ProLeiS we offer individual trainings.
The training courses are held at one of our locations or at your
company if desired. We also regularly offer webinars and video
tutorials on current topics on our website.

The benefits for your performance
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Technology-specific courses
Practice-oriented learning on actual parts
Enables you to build upon your foundation of Tebis knowledge
Consistent training documents for review
Professional trainers with manufacturing experience
Individual modern workstations
Small groups for individual support and discussions

T E
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■
■
■
■
■

add-ons
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Optional services

Digitalizing manufacturing knowledge

What we provide for you

Digitalizing manufacturing environments

What we provide for you

Tebis application engineers configure your software according to
your requirements and integrate your accumulated manufacturing
knowledge in the process libraries as a part of your Tebis installation.
We also evaluate your manufacturing processes and methods for
frequently repeated work methods. These can be standardized
using standards and templates in Tebis to increase the degree of
automation. Your personnel may access the same information, from
design to manufacturing, repeatedly and with no mix-ups. You’ll
minimize errors, make the best possible use of programming and
machine capacities and increase your performance.

■

We digitally map your manufacturing environment in your Tebis
installation. It will contain your tools and clamping devices with
geometric and technical information. We also prepare virtual
machines with your detailed geometry and kinematics. The postprocessors programmed by us for your controls access them and
generate safe NC code. We also develop templates for NC documentation for you. Your NC programmers and machine operators
work securely with automation in the digitalized environment.
They define clamping positions and tools unmistakably, simulate
calculated toolpaths and check them for collisions.

■

■
■

Features for design and manufacturing preparation
Standardized geometry templates for parametric manufacturing objects
(bores, pockets, etc.), linked to the appropriate manufacturing sequences

NCSets as frequently used manufacturing standards
Standardized sequences from multiple NC functions including details on strategies,
tools and calculation parameters

NCJobs and Job Manager
Templates for the same or similar manufacturing tasks in any complex structure

The benefits for your performance

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Incorporate individual experience
Transfer information between departments
Reduce complexity and effort
Save time and minimize errors
Also suitable for less experienced users
Implement changes more easily
Increase degree of automation

■
■
■

Virtual machines
With machine geometry, additional units, kinematics, limit switches, dynamic
parameters for axes, drives, etc.

Virtual models of tools
With all geometric properties, tested and optimized cutting data and groups of tools
in magazines

Models of units and clamping devices
With all geometric and technological properties

Customized postprocessors
Configured for your controls and the special features of your machine

The benefits for your performance

■
■
■
■
■
■

Always work with the right parameters and properties
Transfer information between departments
Increase safety, avoid errors and collisions
Save time and reduce effort
Also suitable for less experienced users
Increase degree of automation

We offer a unique support system for our customers with many implementation specialists. Every day, they do their best to optimally set up Tebis
installations and processes − in partnership, passionately and with a lot of
experience.
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Optional services

Setting up a digital order processing
Our experts network your software systems and corporate levels from management to
manufacturing and generate a digital model of your order processing. They configure the
Tebis MES (manufacturing execution system) called ProLeiS so that you can plan, control,
and evaluate your manufacturing projects organizationally from receipt to delivery. We
support you in optimizing your machine utilization, improving throughput and meeting
costs and delivery deadlines. Our experts advise you which software options are best for
you and configure the system based on your requirements.

Planning and controlling manufacturing
We follow your processes when we configure ProLeiS MES software. Our experts prepare
templates for rough and detailed planning and incorporate key milestones for manufacturing planning. You can then check the feasibility of requested orders, plan deadlines and
assign resources. We ensure that you can reliably plan and control all work steps, from
procurement to logistics to quality control.

Recording machine data
We create your virtual manufacturing plant and integrate your machines in ProLeiS. Our
MES specialists set up interfaces to automatically output machine and manufacturing data.
Status conditions including production, faults and idle time are then clearly displayed.
The experts program automated queries in order to informatively and graphically present
key performance indicators (KPI) for manufacturing control. You receive diagrams and
statistics that enable you to prepare evaluations for process optimization.

Managing data

Order receipt
Pre-planning

ProLeiS: Order planning and control
Planning

Detailed
planning

Resource
planning

Product
Evaluation of
key parameters

Project
monitoring

Our experts set up a server so that you can centrally manage project-specific manufacturing
data, accompanying documents and information from all areas. After the MES software is
configured, you can for example generate part objects automatically by importing a bill of
materials. We prepare role-specific access privileges and authorizations according to your requirements. We program controlled release mechanisms to ensure a safe production process
so that each user adheres to his defined work sequences.

The benefits for your performance
Outsourced
manufacturing

Order
placement

CAD design
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Outsourced
manufacturing

Manufacturing
planning

Receipt of
goods

NC
programming

Tool
provisioning

■
■
■

Logistics

Manufacturing

Assembly

End-to-end manufacturing planning and communication across areas
Faster order processing and greater process reliability
Best possible resource utilization and increased plant availability

Quality
assurance
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info@tebis.com
www.tebis.com

Tebis AG
Einsteinstr. 39
82152 Martinsried/Planegg
Germany
Tel. +49/89/81803-0

Tebis America Inc.
Troy, MI 48083
USA
Tel. +1/248/5240430
info-america@tebis.com

Tebis France SARL
69003 Lyon
France
Tel. +33/4/7291-2151
info-france@tebis.com

Tebis Italia S.r.l.
10098 Cascine Vica Rivoli TO
Italy
Tel. +39/011/5368100
info-italia@tebis.com

Tebis Scandinavia AB
42246 Hisings Backa
Sweden
Tel. +46/31/700-1740
info-scandinavia@tebis.com

Tebis China Co. Ltd.
201203 Shanghai
People’s Republic of China
Tel. +86/21/2898-6980
info-china@tebis.com

Tebis Iberia, S.L.
28108 Alcobendas (Madrid)
Spain
Tel. +34/916624354
info-iberia@tebis.com

Tebis Portugal Unipessoal, Lda.
2430-527 Marinha Grande
Portugal
Tel. +351/244/093-048
info-portugal@tebis.com

Tebis (UK) Ltd.
Coventry CV1 2TT
United Kingdom
Tel. +44/2476/236-413
info-uk@tebis.com

Sichuan Province
People’s Republic of China
610000 Chengdu City
info-china@tebis.com
Distributors:
CHINA
Arizen Systems Pte. Ltd.
200021 Shanghai

BRAZIL
Alltech
89219-600 Joinville (SC)

ROMANIA
MBVTIM Consulting SRL
300092 Timişoara

Champion Machine Tools (HK) Company Ltd.
200050 Shanghai

CZECH REPUBLIC
MCAE Systems, s.r.o.
664 34 Kuřim

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
LLC «Technological Bureau of Innovation Systems»
127247 Moskau

INDIA
NIMBUS TECHNOLOGIES
411052 Pune

GEISS-RUS Ltd.
445037 Togliatti

CAMBank (Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd.
200441 Shanghai
Cygrid Technology Company Limited
201802 Shanghai
UFTech Industrial Commerce Corporation
710089 Xi’an
Dongguan AKLS computer technology co., Ltd.
523000 Dongguan
Changchun Best Science & Tech Co., Ltd.
130041 Changchun
Marubeni Information Systems Corporation
200032 Shanghai

SLOVAKIA
JAPAN
Marubeni Information Systems Co., Ltd.
150-0002 Tokyo - Shibuya-Ku
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
CMC Engineering Export GmbH Korea Branch
153-803 Seoul
MEXICO
Software y Aplicaciones CNC, S.A. de C.V.
45080 Zapopan

MCAE Systems s.r.o., organizačná zložka
01841 Dubnica nad Váhom
THAILAND
Wise Engineering Service Co., Ltd.
10260 Khet Bangna, Bangkok
TURKEY
Redoks Mühendislik Bilgisayar Tic. Ltd. Şti.
16250 Bursa
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